FRESH, FAST &
CONSISTENT
COCKTAILS.
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Who is he?
Mr Consistent mixers can make
everyone the best bartender in the room!
Anyone can make amazing quality
cocktails quickly!

It's this easy
All of our mixers are designed so that all you need to add is 1
type of alcohol, shake and serve. Giving you the perfectly
balanced 2 ingredient cocktail every time. Good-bye mess.
We do all the hard work in balancing flavours and mixing all
the ingredients to ensure that when you are serving them up,
the drinks are fast and taste great!
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Why
Having been in the hospitality industry all of
our lives, we know good drinks, but we also
know the pains that can come along with
making consistently great cocktails in a
high-paced environment.
From our experience over the years we have
developed our products to solve the problems
associated with making cocktails so that
anyone can make a great cocktail.
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Hand
Crafted
Our mixers are specially handcrafted by our team of
ex bar staff from some of the best cocktail bars and
venues around the world to ensure that you get great
quality cocktails every time….
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We source amazing Fresh Juice and use traditional
recipes to create the perfectly balanced
premium cocktail mixes, that your customers will love.
Just add your favourite booze!
Each mixer has a shelf life of 3-month and it's good
for 2-weeks in the fridge once opened.
(Freshly squeezed lime juice is only good for 2-3 days).

Say good-bye to any prep time simply by ordering.

Forget what you know
about cocktail premix
Mr Consistent is now available to help serve
great quality, fast cocktails.
Forget about nasty, sugar-filled, pre-mixes, and
allow us to show you our range of classic, fresh
juice-based, premium handcrafted cocktail
mixers.
Mr Consistent is the quality you'd expect to get
from a great bar, but now, anyone can be the best
bartender in the room.
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Sam Verbeek

Brand Ambassador
Gold Coast & Northern NSW
Sam@MrConsistent.com.au
0432 144 019

Zan Prier

Brand Ambassador
Gold Coast & Northern NSW
Zan@MrConsistent.com.au
0466 988 295

Cheers!
LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS OR CLARIFICATIONS.

